The Garaventa Lift X3 Inclined Platform Lift is a simple and cost effective solution to accessing straight stairways within a home. The X3 can usually be installed in a day and does not typically require major construction. When folded, the X3 takes up a minimal amount of space on the stairs and will not effect other users of the stairway. Regain independence and enjoy the comforts of home with the Garaventa Lift X3.
SPECIFICATIONS FOR RESIDENTIAL USE

Platform: A variety of platform sizes available

Power Requirements: 120 VAC provides power to battery charger

Rated Load: 250 kg (550 lbs)

Drive System: Rack & Pinion

Speed: 4 m/min (13 ft/min)

Platform Controls: Keyless with constant pressure directional buttons, equipped with emergency stop switch

Overspeed Safety: On board the platform carriage

Safety: Emergency manual lowering and folding | Under platform obstruction detection | Bi-directional ramp sensing | Curved safety arms | Pedestrian safety lights

Finishes: Champagne anodized extruded aluminum rails, RAL colors (See your local Garaventa Lift dealer for details)

Optional Features: Wireless call stations, keyless (standard) or keyed with constant pressure switches | Fully powered platform fold and unfold with powered ramps and arms | Attendant remote control | Fold-down seat with seat belt | Support towers | Keyed platform controls | Vandal resistant platform storage | Keyed platform lock

Warranty: Two years | Extended warranty (five additional years) * USA/Canada only